**Nighttrender**
by Jodi Meadows
YF Meadows
The demon plane is threatening, and Nighttrender, the only warrior who can save the world, sleeps in her castle, waiting for someone to summon her.

**Harvest House**
by Cynthia Leitich Smith
YF Smith
Hughie Wolfe and his friends set out to discover the truth when strange things start happening at night near a new, supposedly haunted, rural attraction, including a creepy man stalking young Indigenous women.

**A Door In the Dark**
by Scott Reintgen
YF Reintgen
Snatched from safety and left in the middle of nowhere, Ren Monroe guides wizards through the wilderness while being stalked by something in the dark woods.

**The Q**
by Amy Tintera
YF Tintera
A trusted lieutenant for one of the post-pandemic quarantine zone’s controlling families, 17-year-old Maisie Rojas has 48 hours to get the infected son of a U.S. presidential candidate out of the Q zone, where he was dropped, before disaster strikes.

**The Immortal Game**
by Talia Rothschild
YF Rothschild
Exiled 18-year-old goddess Galene, who failed her Immortality Trial, goes on a quest to clear her name and save Mount Olympus with the help of her friends.

**Live Your Best Lie**
by Jessie Weaver
YF Weaver
No filter is strong enough to mask the lies we tell ourselves. Four friends decide to investigate when influencer Summer Cartwright goes missing and a post on her feed says she’ll be dead soon.

**Stateless**
by Elizabeth Wein
YF Wein
Representing Britain in 1937, Stella North is the only female pilot, and while proving herself a worthy competitor, experiences turbulence when someone resorts to sabotage.

**Roxy**
by Neal Shusterman
YF Shusterman
Two siblings get caught up in a wager between two manufactured gods, Roxicodone and Adderall.
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| **Before Takeoff**  
by Adi Alsaid  
YF Alsaid  
When opposites James and Michelle meet in the airport on a layover, strange and impossible things start happening, forcing them to race against time to find their families and put an end to the chaos. |
| **Jumper**  
by Melanie Crowder  
YF Crowder  
Accepted into the Forest Service's class of smokejumpers, 19-year-old wildland firefighter Blair Scott takes unnecessary risks and struggles to cope when everything rages wildly out of control. |
| **A Clash of Steel**  
by C.B. Lee  
YF Lee  
Xiang joins the mysterious Anh and her crew in pursuit of a fabled treasure when a tiny map scroll is discovered in her plain gold pendant. |
| **Wildblood**  
by Lauren Blackwood  
YF Blackwood  
Determined to prove herself, Victoria uses her magic to protect jungle travelers from ghostly monsters, but falls in love with her new client who entrusts her with his life. |
| **Blood Scion**  
by Deborah Falaye  
YF Falaye  
When drafted into the brutal Lucis army, Sloan, a descendant of the gods with hidden powers known as a Scion, decides to destroy the army from within, but risks becoming the monster she hates. |
| **Dragonfly Girl**  
by Marti Leimbach  
YF Leimbach  
Entering a prestigious science contest, science enthusiast Kira lands a part-time job at a lab before her unexpected discovery of how to reverse death enmeshes her in an international rivalry. |
| **Silver In the Bone**  
by Alexandra Bracken  
YF Bracken  
To recover a powerful ring of Arthurian legend, the last hope of saving her brother, Tamsin teams up with her rival Emrys and together they enter a world of dark magic. |
| **Spice Road**  
by Maiya Ibrahim  
YF Ibrahim  
When she learns that her brother is spreading the nation's secret spice magic to outsiders, Imani sets out to find him, discovering secrets that lie beyond the Forbidden Wastes, and in her own heart. |
| **Reader, I Murdered Him**  
by Betsy Cornwell  
YF Cornwell  
Attending boarding school in London, Adele enters the glittering world of society girls and their wealthy suitors until a violent assault leads her to a roguish young con woman, and together, they become vigilantes who mete out justice. |
| **The Druid's Call**  
by E.K. Johnston  
YF Johnston  
In this epic prequel to the film Dungeons & Dragons: Honor Among Thieves, Doric's powerful druid origins are revealed. |
| **Good Devils**  
by Chris Lynch  
YF Lynch  
Joining a volunteer commando unit of strong American and Canadian troops, a team of young soldiers build their lives around the tenets of their force's manual before embarking on an anti-Nazi campaign through Germany. |
| **The Darkening**  
by Sunya Mara  
YF Mara  
Armed with her father's book of dangerous experimental magic, Vesper Vale must infiltrate a paranoid prince's squad of soldiers-sorcerers to avenge her mother's death and save her father's life. |